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Abstract. Query Responsive Awareness Software (QRAS) is proposed
in this paper as a run-time software representable model that incor-
porates semantic attributes into the software. Specifically QRAS: (a)
provides for the representation of properties of the software and its ap-
plication environment, (b) is compatible for distributed systems and in
particular, smart collaborative object systems, and (c) provides human
and/or automated query and query-responsiveness. QRAS is based on
the Geometric Representation of Programs (GRP) model. A case study
based on a simplified inventory control system together with a simulation
of various queries concludes a feasibility study of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Software is ubiquitous in modern day high-technology human population cen-
ters. These environments typically include technology infrastructures with wired
and wireless access available in urban and rural areas where software-embedded
technologies are economically available. Such software can be augmented with
sensor capabilities and more local processing of the sensor-acquired data thereby
leading to ‘smartness’ in the software. Smart collaborative objects exemplify
this vision of ubiquitous Computing: they link everyday things with information
technology by augmenting ordinary objects with small sensor-based computing
platforms

There are nowadays many examples of ‘smart’-enabled technologies (see for
example [1–3]). The notion that such objects incorporate sensors together with
perception algorithms is now established. And approaches for the latter have
been developed, for example, mobile agent-based software, context reasoning,
abstractions of sensor data, etc.

In addition, the software used in these technologies differs from traditional
software. Often, these technologies are mobile, light-weight and have memory,
processing capability and power limitations. Software developed for these tech-
nologies also needs to support such light-weightiness. Furthermore, the software
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often partakes in real-time distributed applications, exchanging both informa-
tion and control-like decisions. Traditional software environments tend to be
more monolithic and static in structure.

This paper introduces an alternative formulation for software for ‘smart’-
enabled technologies. Query Responsive Awareness Software (QRAS) is proposed
as software that has two special components: a) the capability to represent
‘smartness’ and b) the capability to respond to queries about its ‘smartness’.
The formulation is based on the Geometric Representation of Programs (GRP)
model, informally proposed by d’Auriol in [4, 5]. A case study of an inventory
control system is presented in the paper. The GRP model is used to develop a
‘smart’ inventory control system. A simple simulation is presented that provides
additional clarity about how such software behaves.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section, Section 2
develops the QRAS model. A discussion of related works appears in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the inventory control case study. Conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

2 Model Development

The Geometric Representation of Program (GRP) model consists of three do-
mains: the computation domain that represents the execution processes, the data

domain that represents the data inputs and output of the computations, and the
awareness domain that represents the semantics of the computations. This paper
concentrates on the latter domain. These domains are integrated as illustrated in
Fig. 1 and so both the computation and data domains appear in the subsequent
case study analyses.

Semantic variables that abstract semantic information about the domain are
identified during the software design stages. Let a ∈ A denote an awareness axis

that models such a variable. The dimension |A| denotes the number of such axes.
All axes are orthogonal but may be either dependent or independent. Specific
values of these variables index integer coordinates in the awareness space, A-
space. Each computation instance (from the computation domain of the GRP
model) is mapped to such a coordinate; thereby, each computation instance is
fully indexed by the awareness variables. However, sub-spaces of the A-space
are formed by subsets of the awareness axes; these correspond with subsets of
the semantic variables. Computation instances existing in the sub-spaces are
partially indexed by the awareness variables. Constraints on the semantic vari-
ables are modeled as partitions on the A-space and its relevant sub-spaces, that
is, conditional expressions partition half-spaces and an intersecting set of such
expressions determine a bounding polytope enclosing a relevant set of integer
points, and hence, a set of computation instances.

The proposed query model is based on the enclosed space given by all the
partition constraints. Let QRAS=(RA, F (RA)) where RA is some data structure
representation of A and F is a set of methods that operate on RA (i.e., an ADT,
class object, etc.) and provide for query formulation, initiation and response.



Information that queries may make consist of either or both awareness informa-
tion and awareness state. The former describes the semantics of the awareness
axes and awareness regions of the awareness space and its various sub-spaces.
The latter describes particular state values that can be further associated with
a single computation (i.e., a point in the awareness space) or with an aware-
ness region. Queries are initiated from QRAS-enabled software and directed to
other QRAS-enabled software. However, it is also possible to have a user-driven
interface that allows user initiated query requests to be passed to the software.

Figure 2 illustrates the overall operation of QRAS-enabled software. Four
modules denoted by A, B, C and D are shown in a two-level software design.
Standard USE relationships are expressed by the think arcs between the modules.
Modules A and B are QRAS-enabled as illustrated by the inscribed oval and
therefore these modules can both initiate queries and respond to queries. The
other modules, C and D can initiate queries to any of the QRAS-enabled modules,
but themselves can not respond to any queries. In the figure, B is shown as also
having a user-driven front-end that allows the user to initiate query and view
the results.

Fig. 1. Overview of the Geometric
Representation of Programs (GRP)
model.
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Fig. 2. Overview of QRAS con-
cepts.

3 Related Works

In fact, the formulation of computation instances and enclosing polytopes corre-
spond with the well-known iteration space model found in compiler and paral-
lelizing compiler theory (see for example [6,7]). However, an important difference
is that the definition of the axes and the formulation of the representation con-
vey the semantics of the problem domain. In [5], this approach is classified as
non-linguistic-carried to distinguish it from the linguistic-carried classification
of the iteration space model. The inclusion of semantic variables, that is, the
inclusion of the awareness domain of the GRP model, augments and extends
from the iteration space model.



There are also similarities between the GRP model and the Conceptual Space
Model [8], however a major difference is that the GRP model is directly intended
to support awareness property representation in software. In addition, there are
other differences pertaining to the set of allowable operations defined in the
models.

Other related approaches in the literature include software reflection: a sys-
tem is able to reason about itself [9]; “the ability of a program to manipulate
as data something representing the state of the program during its own exe-
cution.” [10]. Reflection in a more modern sense is included in a number of
programming languages, e.g., Java [11,12]. Our work in this paper complements
the existing literature in this area: in particular, our work is motivated in part
by coupling the awareness capability with knowledge-based reasoning and infer-
encing systems.

4 Inventory Control Case Study

The definition of inventory control in [13] is adopted here: “Inventory is the stock
of any item or resource used in an organization. An inventory system is the set
of policies and controls that monitor levels (threshold value) of inventory and
determine what levels should be maintained, when stock should be replenished,
and how large orders should be.” These items or resources can include: raw
materials, finished products, component parts, and supplies.

Let add, and remove be operations that can be performed on each of the
inventory items: the addition of q quantity to item i provided that the existing
inventory quantity Q(i) is less than a threshold ta, and similarly, the removal of
q quantity from item i provided that the existing quantity Q(i) is greater than
a threshold tr.

add: Q(i)← Q(i) + q if Q(i) < ta (1)

remove: Q(i)← Q(i)− q if Q(i) > tr (2)

Here, let ao denote the concept of add and remove operations, ai denote
the concept of inventory items and aq denote inventory threshold quantities.
Hence: A = {ao, ai, aq} and the resulting awareness space of dimension |A| = 3
models the necessary concepts in the inventory control problem. The condition
<, respectively, > specifies a partition on A; more precisely, a partition on the
sub-space As = {aq}. Figure 3(a) illustrates the A-space. Figure 3(b) illustrates
the partitions Q(i) < ta and Q(i) > tr and the resulting two horizontal planes
for the add and remove operations respectively. The hexahedron formed by these
two planes and the four vertical planes connecting the corresponding sides of the
horizontal planes represents the enclosed A-space.



(a) 3D Awareness space: A =
{ao = operations , ai = items
, aq = threshold}.

(b) Illustration of the bounded regions given
by the partitions: add: Q(i) < ta and remove:
Q(i) > tr for all items in the inventory.

Fig. 3. Inventory control awareness space (axes displayed rotated such that (i,j,k) cor-
responds with vertical, horizontal, depth)

Each point in the enclosed A-space region has the associated computation
instances mapped to it:

((add, i, j) : Q(i)← Q(i) + q forj < ta . . .

(remove, i, j) : Q(i)← Q(i)− q forj > tr)

for all i items in the inventory.

The meaning of a computation instance is given by selections of the aware-
ness axes, e.g., (add, i, j) selects the instance Q(i)← Q(i) + q. Partial indexing
selects multiple instances that are generalized by the associated semantic axis
information, e.g. (remove, , ) selects all the computation instances in the remove

plane (see Fig. 3(b)) and thereby fully represents (2).

Equations (1) and (2) also form the basis for a computer program code frag-
ment as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the addition operation. Here, Line 1 selects
on the ao dimension and Line 2 selects on the aq dimension; and both specify
partitions, add and Q(i) < ta, respectively. For a particular given i, this corre-
sponds with a particular arrow shown in the lower light-gray plane in Fig. 3(b).
However, for all items in the inventory (i.e., let the code fragment be wrapped
within a repetition), this corresponds with the entire light gray lower region in
Fig. 3(b).

The association of selection by indexing on the awareness space forms the
basis to consider various queries. Table 1 illustrates several queries that can be
formulated in this example together with the nature of the response. Figure 5
shows the corresponding dialog from a simplified simulation of the inventory
control. The simulation is implemented in Haskell and the code that represents
the A-space is shown in Fig. 6. The simualtion illustrates that the awareness
capabilities as developed in this paper are feasible.



1. if ( add-operation ) then

2. if ( Q(i) < ta ) then

3. add q to Q(i)

4. endif

5. endif

Fig. 4. Code fragment associated with (1)

Table 1. Example queries for the Inventory Control Case Study

Id. Query Discussion

1 What is the program’s purpose? The purpose is described by the semantic
axes of the A-space, in this example, Oper-
ations, inventory threshold of operations of
inventory items.

2 What are the inventory items? The items are the semantic values associated
with the items axis.

3 What are the thresholds? The thresholds are the semantic values as-
sociated with the thresholds axis.

4 What is the operation associated
with the point (0,0,0)?

The operation is found by selecting the point
in the add-items plane, i.e., (add,,).

5 What is the inventory associated
with the point (0,0,0)?

This refers to the data domain; in this ex-
ample, the data is associated with the items,
i.e., (,0,).

6 How many dimensions in the A-
space?

Return the number of axis.

7 How many operations in the A-
space?

Return the number of indeces defined for op-
erations, here, two corresponding with add

and remove.
8 How many items in the inventory (in

the A-space)?
Return the number of indeces defined for
items.

5 Conclusion

Query Responsive Awareness Software (QRAS) is proposed in this paper as soft-
ware that (a) incorporates awareness and (b) can respond to externally generated
queries. A simple query model is developed based on some of the ideas of the Ge-
ometric Representation of Programs (GRP) model that was informally proposed
some years ago. The GRP consists of the three domains, awareness, computa-
tion and data. The earlier work on GRP focused on the computation domain,
in particular, iteration spaces. This paper extends the earlier work to include
the awareness domain. A case study based on a simplified inventory control sys-
tem together with a simulation of various queries concludes a a feasibility study
that shows the reasonableness of this approach. The QRAS model is intended
for distributed applications and in particular, for ‘smart-enabled’ technologies as
these have knowledge-processing requirements. The extension of the simulation



Main> whatIsPurpose createInventorySpace
"operations items thresholds "

Main> whatAre "items" createInventorySpace
"chocolate candy jelly beans "

Main> whatAre "thresholds" createInventorySpace
"t_a t_r "

Main> whatIsComputation (0,0,0) computationInit
"Q(i) <− Q(i) + q"

Main> whatIsItemData (0,0,0) inventoryInit
1

Main> whatIsItemData (0,0,0) (add 0 10 (extractAxis "items" 
createInventorySpace) quantityInit inventoryInit )
11

Main> 
Main> howMany "dimensions" createInventorySpace
3

Main> howMany "operations" createInventorySpace
2

Main> howMany "items" createInventorySpace
3

Fig. 5. Haskell simulation results corresponding with the queries in Table 1

to apply to general software application domains and the further formalization
of the GRP and QRAS models motivates future work.
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